(0(nuo--i(n) log n) when a = fi < 1 E(n) = < \0(n" log* n) otherwise; hereco = a+fi+l -min (a, fi, 1) and c = 0 when min (a, fi)>l; when min (a, fi) ±£ 1, c = 0 if the three numbers a, fi, 1 are different, c = 1 if two of these numbers, but not all three, are equal, and c = 2 if a = fi=l.
If min (a, fi)Wl, there is a saving of 1 in the exponent of the error term, and it appears difficult to improve this result. If, however, min (a, fi) <l, and the added restriction (1) a + fi<l is imposed, it is possible to adapt an analytic argument which Estermann (4) used to sharpen the above-mentioned result of Ingham, to proving the following:
where Ax, A2, A3 and Ai are as defined in (61), and a)i=3/4 + (a+/3)/2 if a+fi<l/2, 03x = l/2+a+fi if a+fi^l/2, and k = 1 if a+fi = 1/2 and 0 otherwise.
In the case a+fi^l/2 it is possible that the error term may absorb part of the approximating function. The author wishes to express his indebtedness to Dr. Estermann for having suggested this investigation.
Notation, k, I, m, r, u are positive integers, t is a complex number. 6, d are real numbers. X is a positive number less than 1.
Wherever the O-notation is used, the relations are uniform with respect to all variables except X, a and fi.
£" stands for e2ri<". Throughout a and q are positive integers such that a<q, (a, q) =1; these restrictions on a are implied automatically whenever a is the variable of summation.
Preliminary results. We define, for S(t) >0, We define
Hn., = K.Me-^W.
J -q-ln-lli Then (7) s(n) = e2* Y Hn,q. We put G(s) = -t(2?r)*-ir(l -5). Then (14) to 6, ,7) = G(5)g-(e''s/V(l -5; £*) -<f ""Va -*I £6)) and (15) to &*) = Gis)q^(e"ntil " *! -», <Z) " ^'"'Vtt -«! 6, «)).
Equation (14) is proved in the same way as the functional equation for Riemann's f-function, and (15) follows from (14). We apply (14) and (15) to (11) and obtain
where aSi = e"<2-»'21: f(l + X -s; -ab, ?)f(l -s; fj), t=i
2, = -e"x'2 E f(l + X -*; aft, g)f(l -5; £*), Si = -e-"x/2 E KI + X -j; -aft, a)f(l -s; £*)
Thus
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• ^cos (s --Xjir Y f(l + x -*; -«*. ?)fd -*; {«)
-cos -Xx X) f(l + x -5; aft, c)f(l -s; £,) f ■ 2 t-i ; We now define a' by aa' = 1 (mod q), 0 < a' g q; then if r is the least positive residue mod q of -ab, we have ra'=-baa' = -6 (mod g), and this together with (11) enables us to rewrite (16) as ,.-1/2+*= r(1 + X _ s) l t v 6s -cos (5-X)x-d5 = 0(| Sp^-f l h\^e-^h).
Proof. Of these two results the first is trivial. To prove the second, we assume first of all that #(5)=0.
By expanding cos (s-X/2)x it is easy to show that the second integral is equal to
cos -Xx I 8'-:-eir'ds -iV"'2 I 8'T(l + X -s)ds. 8T(1 + X -s)ds = I r(ty)51+x-"'(fw = 2xJ51+xe-x.
-1/2-too J 3/2+X-ioo Hence the result if 4(5) _0; the proof for 8(8) >0 is similar. We apply Lemma 1 with 8 = 4ir2m/(q2z) to em and em. We note that by (4), (9) and because |t7[ ^q~1n^112, q^nxl2, /4r2m\ 8x3w 2rm
It follows from Lemma 1 together with these two inequalities, and equations 
Y \d*\ =0(n(q\z\y-*). i-i
In view of equations (29) and (37) we are now able to rewrite (21) Te-**in*dd -q-\~™ and Ve~2*in di}. CO We have by (5), (42) and (44) Since nk<T-k(n) =<rk(n), (60) implies our theorem.
